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Energy saving through a buffer control approach for
hybrid optoelectronic routers

Yuichi Ohsita, Takamichi Nishijima, Yuki Koizumi, and Masayuki Murata

Abstract—Data center networks are required to have high
energy efficiency as well as high communication performance.
One approach to achieving these requirements is to use a
hybrid optoelectronic router, which has optical packet switching
functionality and packet buffering in an electronic domain. These
hybrid optoelectronic routers can cut the power of electronic
buffers while maintaining optical packet switching functionality.
This enables energy consumption to be reduced while maintaining
the required communication performance. The routers whose
buffers can be shut down depend on the traffic routes; more
buffers can be shut down by setting the traffic routes so
as to avoid packet collision. However, the routes that avoid
packet collision may increase the number of powered-on routers.
Therefore, we should select the traffic routes considering the
energy consumptions of the routers themselves and their buffers.
In this paper, we propose a heuristic route selection method
to reduce energy consumption while maintaining the required
communication performance. For high energy efficiency, our
method efficiently re-uses routers and buffers without degrading
the required communication performance. Through simulation,
we demonstrate that our method reduces the energy consumption
significantly compared to methods that do not consider buffer
energy consumption or that calculate the shortest traffic routes
through the network.

Index Terms—energy saving; data center network; hybrid
optoelectronic router; route selection; reuse easiness;

I. INTRODUCTION

A data center network plays an important role in a data
center, and is hence required to have high communication
performance. In a data center, a large amount of data is
handled by many servers cooperating with each other. A lack
of bandwidth or large delay prevents communication between
servers and increases the time taken to obtain the required
data. This degrades the performance of the data center.

Another serious problem in data centers is energy consump-
tion. The energy consumed by data centers increases as the
amounts of data they handle rise. The energy consumption
of the network occupies a non-negligible percentage of the
total energy consumed in the data center [1]. Therefore, data
center networks that have high energy efficiency and high
communication performance are necessary [2].

Optical networking is a promising solution for future net-
works with high energy efficiency and communication per-
formance [3]. Optical network devices provide low latency
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communication and small energy consumption because they
relay optical signals without any conversion to electrical
signals. Optical networking also provides a large bandwidth
because of technologies such as wavelength division multi-
plexing (WDM).

There are several studies on data center networks that use
optical network devices. One study presented a data center
network using optical path switches [4]. In this architecture,
optical path switches are placed at the core of the data center
network. They hence provide a large bandwidth between server
rack pairs transferring huge amounts of data by establishing
optical paths. However, this architecture cannot handle fre-
quent traffic changes because it takes time to establish the
optical paths.

Another approach to using optical devices in a data center
network is to use optical packet switches [5]–[7]. Optical
packet switches relay optical packets based on the optical
labels attached to the optical packets. Because optical packet
switches do not require the establishment of paths, a network
constructed of optical packet switches can handle frequent
changes in traffic.

In recent years, data center architectures using optical
packet switches have been proposed. Chao and Xi have built
bufferless optical packet switches for a data center [8]. In this
packet switch, the timing to send a packet must be controlled
by a scheduler to avoid collisions. Deploying a buffer at each
optical packet switch avoids collisions without scheduling.
However, this optical buffer is still under development, and
the current optical buffer has only a small capacity [9].

To overcome the above problems, a hybrid optoelectronic
router has been proposed [10]–[12]. The hybrid optoelec-
tronic router has an optical packet switching functionality
with packet buffering in the electronic domain. Unless packet
collision occurs on a router, the router can directly relay the
optical packets without conversion to electrical signals. Even
if a collision occurs, the router can retransfer the packets after
storing them in the electronic buffer.

The hybrid optoelectronic routers can cut power to elec-
tronic buffers while keeping optical packet switching function-
ality. This enables them to reduce energy consumption while
maintaining the required communication performance.

One approach to reducing the power of electronic buffers is
to turn on buffers only when they become required; buffers
in the routers where collisions are detected are turned on,
and buffers that are not used are turned off. However, in this
approach, turning on buffers may take time, and packets can
be dropped before the buffer becomes ready.

Another approach is to turn off only the buffers that can
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never be used. This approach avoids packet loss unless the
buffer size becomes too small by turning on the buffers of
routers where collisions are possible in advance. The buffers of
routers for which collisions are possible depend on the traffic
routes; collision occurs at the routers where incoming traffic
from different input ports is directed to the same output port.
Therefore, this approach should be combined with a method
to set the routes; the routes are configured so as to minimize
the energy consumption of the buffers required to be turned
on. The unnecessary routers and buffers are then turned off.

In this paper, we propose a method to configure the routes
so as to minimize this energy consumption. In this method,
we deploy a controller that configures all routes within a
data center. The routing controller periodically collects the
traffic demands and calculates routes that minimize the energy
consumption under the constraint that all traffic demands can
be accommodated. To calculate the routes, we propose a
heuristic method that calculates the routes of traffic flows
between server racks one-by-one. When calculating a route for
each flow, we construct a graph whose vertices correspond to
the links of the data center network. In this graph, the vertices
corresponding to the links connected to the same router are
connected by an edge. We assign a weight to each edge based
on the additional energy required to use the corresponding
router, considering the energy consumption of optical packet
switching and buffers. Using this graph, we may calculate
the routes with the minimum energy consumption by simply
calculating the shortest routes on the graph.

We evaluate our method by comparing it with a method
that minimizes the number of powered-on routers without con-
sidering buffer energy consumption as well as a method that
calculates the shortest traffic routes through the network. The
results demonstrate that our method saves energy consumption
significantly by considering buffer energy consumption as well
as overall network energy consumption.

The construction of this paper is as follows. Section II sum-
marizes previous work related to energy savings on networks.
Section III gives an overview of a hybrid optoelectronic routers
and a data center network that uses these routers. Section IV
presents an overview of our energy saving strategy. Section V
proposes the method to calculate routes that minimize energy
consumption, and Section VI presents our evaluation. Finally,
Section VII summarizes this paper and discusses directions for
future study.

II. RELATED WORK

A number of studies have reported that turning off unneces-
sary devices achieves high energy efficiency in networks [13]–
[21].

Wang et al. presented an analysis of both VM assignment
and network routing with respect to energy conservation [14].
Kilazovich et al. proposed a scheduling approach that com-
bines energy efficiency and network awareness [15]. Mingui
et al. proposed a traffic engineering method to reduce energy
consumption on a core network with IP routers [16]. Heller
et al. proposed a network-wide control method to turn off
switches and links on the basis of current traffic [17].
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In the above papers, the energy consumption is reduced by
minimizing the numbers of powered-on routers or powered-
on ports. The number of powered-on buffers is not considered
in these papers. However, in a network constructed of hybrid
optoelectronic routers, considering buffer energy consumption
may reduce energy consumption more efficiently because a
hybrid optoelectronic router can transfer packets, even if its
buffer is powered off. Therefore, in this paper, we discuss
a strategy to reduce the energy consumption of a network
constructed of hybrid optoelectronic routers, considering the
energy consumption saved by shutting down the buffers.

For a translucent optical network, the placement of the
optical-to-electrical or electrical-to-optical converters and re-
generators considering the energy consumption has also been
discussed [22]–[24]. The converters and regenerators are
necessary to keep the signal quality high for long-distance
communication, but consume a large amount of energy. There-
fore, these methods minimize the number of converters and
regenerators under the constraint that the signal quality is kept
sufficiently high.

In a data center network, the signal quality does not degrade
significantly because all devices are in a single building. Thus,
we do not consider the placement of the regenerators. Instead,
we consider the placement of the buffers because the packet
losses occur because of collision without buffers.

III. DATA CENTER NETWORKS WITH HYBRID

OPTOELECTRONIC ROUTERS

A. Hybrid optoelectronic routers

In this paper, we discuss an energy saving approach based
on the hybrid optoelectronic router proposed by Ibrahim et al.
[12]. Figure 1 shows a hybrid optoelectronic router. A hybrid
optoelectronic router has optical ports and electronic ports,
similar to the architecture proposed by Pan et al. [25], where
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an edge router is attached to the optical packet switch. Using
the electronic ports, server racks that send electronic packets
can be connected to the hybrid optoelectronic routers without
any additional devices. Electrical packets from server racks
are buffered in the electrical buffer. They are then converted
to optical packets through the optical converter and relayed
as an optical packet, which is then relayed between hybrid
optoelectronic routers In addition, optical packets destined
for the server racks are stored in the electrical buffer after
conversion into electrical packets. The electrical packets are
then relayed to the server rack.

In addition, a hybrid optoelectronic router uses the buffer if
collision occurs. In the hybrid optoelectronic router, the label
processor selects the output port of each packet based on the
label attached to it. If no collision occurs, the optical signals
are then relayed to the destination port. However, if collision
occurs, the optical packets are stored in the electronic buffer
after conversion into an electronic packet. The packet is then
retransmitted after conversion back into an optical packet.

The hybrid optoelectronic router has two advantages.
(1) Unless packet collision occurs, the router can quickly
relay the packet without conversion into electronic signals.
This leads to low latency and energy consumption. (2) Even
if collision occurs, the router can retransmit the packet. As
a result, networks with hybrid optoelectronic routers do not
require packet transmission to be scheduled to avoid collision.
Therefore, networks with hybrid optoelectronic routers are
scalable.

B. Data center networks with hybrid optoelectronic routers

Ibrahim et al. [12] used hybrid optoelectronic routers
to construct a data center network. Figure 2 shows a data
center network using hybrid optoelectronic routers. Hybrid
optoelectronic routers provide large bandwidth and low latency
communication between their ports. Therefore, we use the
routers to construct a core network within a data center. In
this network, similar to traditional data centers, each server
rack has a switch called the top-of-rack (ToR) switch that is
connected to all the servers in the rack. Each server rack is
connected to the core network by connecting the ToR switch
to the hybrid optoelectronic routers. To efficiently use the large
bandwidth of the hybrid optoelectronic routers, each router is
connected to multiple ToR switches and aggregates the traffic
from them. Each ToR switch is also connected to multiple
routers to maintain connectivity, even when some routers fail.

In this network, routes can be controlled in a centralized
manner based on SDN principles [26]; a central controller
collects traffic information and sets the routing tables of
the hybrid optoelectronic routers using a protocol based on
OpenFlow. A central server periodically collects the traffic
information from the network devices within a data center
and calculates the routes within a data center network. The
central controller then configures the routing tables of hybrid
optoelectronic routers. After the routing tables have been
configured, the packets are relayed via the configured routes.

The message size of the communication between a central
server and the routers is 100 Bytes per flow entry. In the

data center network constructed of the hybrid optoelectronic
routers, flows from a server rack can be aggregated into the
flows between server racks. Assuming that a data center has
20,000 servers and each server rack contains 80 servers, the
total message size needed to configure the routes between all
server rack pairs is 6.25 MBytes. This message has only a
small impact on the network because its size is very small
compared to the capacity of the links. In addition, Benson et al.
demonstrated that OpenFlow can be used to configure the
routes within a data center at 1-s intervals [27].

At the same time it configures the routing tables, the
central controller also configures the placement of the buffer;
the central controller sends a signal to power on or off the
buffer to each hybrid optoelectronic router. An optoelectronic
router powers on the buffer immediately after receiving the
signal to do so. The time required to power on the buffer is
considered to be sufficiently small compared with the time
interval to control the routes (e.g., one second), because a
recent study demonstrated that even a line card can wake up
within 127 ms [28].

In the method proposed in this paper, we reduce energy
consumption by centrally controlling these routes; the central
controller periodically configures the routes so as to minimize
the energy consumption under the constraint that all traffic can
be accommodated.

IV. OVERVIEW OF NETWORK ENERGY SAVING USING

HYBRID OPTOELECTRONIC ROUTERS

A hybrid optoelectronic router can cut power to its elec-
tronic buffer without affecting optical packet switching func-
tionality. Therefore, we consider the energy consumption
saved by shutting down the electronic buffers.

The buffer in the optoelectronic router is required only in
the following two cases.

• Packets from/to the server rack exist. The electronic
packets from the server racks are stored in the electronic
buffer and converted into optical packets. Similarly, the
optical packets sent to the server rack are converted into
electronic packets and stored in the electronic buffer
before they are relayed to the server racks.

• Packet collision occurs. In this case, the packets are stored
in the electronic buffer and then retransmitted. Packet
collision occurs only when packets from the different
input ports to the same output ports arrive simultaneously.

Otherwise, we can shut down the electronic buffers without
degrading communication performance.

Router buffers can be shut down depending on the traffic
routes; because each ToR switch is connected to multiple
optoelectronic routers, we have multiple candidate routers that
can send and receive packets to/from the server rack. We can
also avoid collisions without buffers by setting routes such that
at each router, the packets from different ports do not share the
same output port. However, the routes needed to avoid packet
collision may increase the number of routers that must be
powered on. Therefore, we should select the routes according
to the energy consumption of the routers themselves as well
as their buffers.
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On the other hand, the routes within a data center must
also provide sufficiently high communication performance; a
lack of bandwidth or large delay may degrade the performance
of the data center. The communication performance achieved
by the routes depends on the traffic demands; even if we set
suitable routes for the monitored traffic demands, the routes no
longer provide sufficiently high communication performance
if the traffic demands change. Thus, we should dynamically
reconfigure the routes with respect to changes in traffic.

Therefore, in this paper, the central controller periodically
collects traffic information from the network and calculates
and configures routes to minimize the energy consumption
while providing sufficient bandwidth for all flows. In this
approach, the central controller configures the routes for all
server rack pairs, including the flows for which the traffic rate
is zero. By configuring routes for such flows in advance, even
if a new server rack pair starts communication after the routes
have been configured, this flow can be accommodated without
reconfiguration.

In this approach, we do not need to control the packet
transmission schedule because the buffers mitigate packet loss
in case of collision. However, because the traffic pattern in
a data center can change within a few seconds [27], central
routing control must be able to adjust faster than this in order
to follow traffic pattern changes. Thus, we need a method
to calculate routes immediately. This method is discussed in
Section V.

V. ROUTING CALCULATION

In our method, we periodically obtain traffic information
and calculate traffic routes. In this section, we discuss a
method to calculate suitable routes in each control period.

A. Objective

The objective of our routing is to minimize energy con-
sumption while keeping the communication performance high.
In this paper, we use two metrics for communication per-
formance: number of hops and link utilization. That is, we
avoid routes where the maximum number of hops exceeds the
predefined acceptable number Hmax or the utilization of a link
becomes larger than the predefined acceptable link utilization
Umax.

Our routing method calculates the routes for all source and
destination pairs. We define Rs,d,l to be a binary variable
indicating whether the flow from s to d passes link l; Rs,d,l is 1
if the flow from s to d passes link l, and is 0 otherwise. At the
same time, our routing method obtains the powered-on routers
and buffers. We define P r

n to be a binary variable indicating
whether router n is powered on or not; P r

n is 1 if router n
is powered on, and otherwise 0. Similarly, P buf

n indicates
whether the buffer of router n is powered on or not. In
addition, we also define binary variables that indicate whether
two flows share the link l or not. We define Rshare

s1,d1,s2,d2,l
to

be a binary variable indicating whether both of the flows from
s1 to d1 and from s2 to d2 pass link l; Rshare

s1,d1,s2,d2,l
is 1 if

both of the flows from s1 to d1 and from s2 to d2 pass link
l, and is 0 otherwise.

We denote the set of links as L and the set of hybrid
optoelectronic routers as N . We also denote the set of server
racks as S. We denote the set of outgoing links of node
v ∈ N ∪ S as Lout

v , and the set of incoming links of node
v ∈ N ∪ S as Lin

v . The capacity of link l is denoted as Cl.
The amount of traffic from server rack s to server rack d
is Ts,d. The energy consumption of a hybrid optoelectronic
router without a buffer is Er and the energy consumption that
is additionally required when the buffer is powered on is Ebuf .

The objective of our routing is formalized as the integer
linear programming (ILP) problem,

minimize
∑
n∈N

(
ErP r

n + EbufP buf
n

)
,

with the following constraints:
• The hybrid optoelectronic routers in the path of a flow

should be powered on

∀n ∈ N : P r
n ≥ 1

|S|2|L|
∑

s,d∈S,l∈(Lout
n ∪Lin

n )

Rs,d,l

• The buffers of the hybrid routers should be powered on
in the following three cases: (1) the packet from a server
rack arrives

∀n ∈ N : P buf
n ≥ 1

|S|2|L|
∑

s,d∈S,l∈(Lout
s ∩Lin

n )

Rs,d,l

(2) the packet to a server rack arrives

∀n ∈ N : P buf
n ≥ 1

|S|2|L|
∑

s,d∈S,l∈(Lin
d ∩Lout

n )

Rs,d,l

or (3) packets from different input ports directed to the
same output port

∀n ∈ N, s1, s2, d1, d2 ∈ S, l1 ∈ Lout
n , l2 ∈ Lin

n :

P buf
n ≥ Rshare

s1,d1,s2,d2,l1 −Rshare
s1,d1,s2,d2,l2

• All link utilizations should be less than Umax

∀l ∈ L:
∑
s,d∈S

Ts,dRs,d,l ≤ UmaxCl

• The number of hops of the flow should be less than
Hmax.

∀s, d ∈ S:
∑
l∈L

Rs,d,l ≤ Hmax

• The route for the flow from s to d is a set of continuous
links from s to d.

∀s, d ∈ S :
∑

l∈Lout
s

Rs,d,l = 1

∀s, d ∈ S, n ∈ N :
∑

l∈Lout
n

Rs,d,l =
∑
l∈Lin

n

Rs,d,l

∀s, d ∈ S :
∑
l∈Lin

d

Rs,d,l = 1

(1)

• Rshare
s1,d1,s2,d2,l

should be 1 if both of the flows from s1 to
d1 and from s2 to d2 pass link l.

∀s1, s2, d1, d2 ∈ S, l ∈ L:
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Rshare
s1,d1,s2,d2,l ≥ Rs1,d1,l +Rs2,d2,l − 2

By solving the above problem, we can obtain suitable
routes that minimize the energy consumption. However, it is
difficult to solve the above problem immediately, especially
for a large data center network, because it includes O(|S|4|L|)
binary variables. Therefore, the rest of this section proposes a
heuristic method to calculate suitable routes.

B. Basic idea of heuristic route calculation

Instead of calculating the routes of all flows, we calculate
the routes of the flows one-by-one. When calculating the route
of a flow, we consider the additional energy consumption re-
quired, which is calculated as the sum of the energy consump-
tion of the additional powered-on routers and buffers required.
By calculating the routes with the minimum additional energy
consumption, we avoid routes with large energy consumption.

In addition to the additional energy consumption needed
to accommodate the flow, we should consider another point:
whether the additional powered-on routers or buffers could
be used by other flows. If we calculate the routes so that the
newly powered-on routers are likely to be used by other flows,
these flows could be accommodated without additional routers,
which further reduces energy consumption.

In this paper, to evaluate the probability that the router or
buffer could be used by other flows, we define a new metric
called the reuse easiness. The reuse easiness en of hybrid
optoelectronic router n is defined by

en =
∑
s,d

N route
s,n,d Ts,d

N route
s,d

(2)

where N route
s,d is the number of shortest routes between s− d

and N route
s,n,d is the number of routes using node n within the

shortest routes between s− d.
Reuse easiness indicates the expected amount of traffic

passing the hybrid optoelectronic router in the case of the
shortest path. If a hybrid optoelectronic router with a small
reuse easiness is powered on, it may be used by only a small
amount of traffic. On the other hand, a hybrid optoelectronic
router with a large reuse easiness accommodates more traffic
if it is powered on. Therefore, from the viewpoint of the
efficiency of the powered-on hybrid optoelectronic routers, we
should select routes that use the hybrid optoelectronic routers
with large reuse easiness.

In the proposed method, we consider both the additional
energy consumption and reuse easiness. When calculating the
route of a flow, we use the following metric instead of the
additional energy consumption for route r:

W route
r =

|r|∑
i=2

Wlri−1,l
r
i

(3)

where lri is the ith link of route r and Wlri−1,l
r
i

is defined by

Wlri−1,l
r
i
=

{
Eadditional

lri−1,l
r
i

− wenlr
i−1

,lr
i

(
Eadditional

lri−1,l
r
i

> 0
)

ε (otherwise)
(4)

where nlri−1,l
r
i

is the hybrid optoelectronic router connected to
links lri−1 and lri , ε is a sufficiently small value, and w is a
weight parameter indicating the reuse easiness.

Here, Eadditional
lri−1,l

r
i

is the additional energy consumption re-
quired to use links lri−1 and lri , defined as follows.

• If nlri−1,l
r
i

and its buffer are already powered on,
Eadditional

lri−1,l
r
i

= 0.
• If nlri−1,l

r
i

is not powered on and both links lri−1 and
lri are links from/to other hybrid optoelectronic routers,
Eadditional

lri−1,l
r
i

= Er.
• If nlri−1,l

r
i

is not powered on and either link lri−1 or lri is
a link from/to a server rack, Eadditional

lri−1,l
r
i

= Er + Ebuf .
• If nlri−1,l

r
i

is already powered on, but its buffer is not
powered on, we check whether the buffer is required. The
buffer is required in the following three cases: (1) lri−1 is
a link from the server racks, (2) lri is a link to the server
racks, and (3) lri is already used by a flow that does not
pass lri−1. If the buffer is required, Eadditional

lri−1,l
r
i

= Ebuf .

Otherwise, Eadditional
lri−1,l

r
i

= 0.

By subtracting the reuse easiness from the additional energy
consumption in Eq.(4), we reduce the cost of powering on
routers or buffers whose reuse easiness is large and avoid
powering on optoelectronic routers and buffers whose reuse
easiness is small. Note that ε is used in Eq.(4) instead of 0 to
avoid a route with a large number of hops.

Finally, by selecting the route with the minimum W route
r ,

we consume only a small amount of additional energy.

C. Steps to calculate routes

Our method calculates the routes of the flows between server
rack pairs according to the following steps.

First, we sort the flows in descending order by traffic
volume multiplied by the number of hops between the source
and destination server racks. This value indicates the total
resources required to accommodate the flow. We then calculate
the routes of the flows one-by-one starting from the flow
with the largest value. As the required total resources of the
flow increases, it becomes difficult to determine a route to
accommodate the flow when the residual resources are small.
Thus, we first search for routes for flows whose required total
resources are the largest to ensure that suitable routes for these
flows can be determined.

In our method, the route of each flow is calculated by
constructing a graph where each vertex corresponds to one of
the links in the physical network and edges are added between
the vertices whose corresponding physical links are connected
to/from the same router. We set the weight of the edges based
on Wlri−1,l

r
i
. The routes are then calculated over the graph; the

shortest path on the graph is the path that minimizes W route
r .

In the rest of this section, we explain how to construct the
graph and calculate the routes using this graph.

1) Constructing the route calculation graph: In our
method, we construct a directed graph whose vertices corre-
spond to links in the physical network. We add an edge from
a vertex corresponding to link la to a vertex corresponding to
a link lb if the starting point of lb is the ending point of la.
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We set the weight of this edge to Wla,lb . We also add nodes
corresponding to the source and destination server racks and
add edges from them to the vertices corresponding to the links
connected to them. Using this graph, we can obtain the route
with the minimum W route

r by calculating the shortest path
from the source to the destination server racks.

The constraint of link utilization is easily considered
when constructing this graph; for the route from s to
d, the vertex corresponding to link l is eliminated if
Ts,d +

∑
(a,b)∈F accommodated Ta,bRa,b,l > UmaxCl, where

F accommodated is the set of flows whose routes have been
already decided.

2) Route calculation: We can obtain the route with min-
imum W route

r by calculating the shortest path on the con-
structed graph. However, the number of hops of the obtained
route may be larger than Hmax. In this case, we must find
another route for which the hops do not exceed Hmax.

In this paper, we use the k-shortest path approach to
calculate the route. In this method, we maintain a list of the
uncompleted routes whose first nodes are the source node
of the route to be calculated, but which do not yet include
the destination node. The route is calculated by the following
steps.

Step 1 Calculate the sum of edge weights on the shortest
path from each node to the destination node using
Dijkstra’s algorithm. We denote the calculated sum
of weights from node n as WToDest

n .
Step 2 Calculate the minimum number of hops from each

node to the destination node using Dijkstra’s al-
gorithm. We define HToDest

n to be the calculated
number of hops from node n.

Step 3 Add an uncompleted route consisting only of the
source node to the list.

Step 4 Select the uncompleted route r from the list with
the smallest WUncompletedRoute

r +WToDest
nlast
r

, where
WUncompletedRoute is the sum of weights of r and
nlast
r is the last node of r.

Step 5 Add all uncompleted routes generated by adding a
node to the r selected in Step 4, and delete r from
the list.

Step 6 Eliminate uncompleted routes whose
HUncompletedRoute

r + HToDest
nlast
r

exceeds Hmax,
where HUncompletedRoute

r is the number of hops
of r.

Step 7 Check whether there is an entry whose last node
is the destination node. If there is, designate that
entry as the route from the source to the destination.
Otherwise, go back to Step 4.

D. Computational complexity

In our method, the routes are calculated over the route
calculation graph, which is constructed of |L| nodes and |N |p2
links where p is the number of ports of each optoelectronic
router.

In Steps 1, and 2 of the steps in Section V-C2, the Dijkstra’s
algorithm is used to calculate the sum of weights or the
number of hops from each node to the destination. The

complexity of Dijkstra’s algorithm is O(|N |p2 + |L| log |L|).
The number of hops calculated in Step 2 does not change
unless the network topology changes. Thus, the calculation of
the number of hops in Step 2 is required only once. On the
other hand, the calculation of the sum of weights is required
every time, because the weights depend on the powered-on
hybrid optoelectronic routers and buffers.

From Steps 4–7, we maintain a list of uncompleted routes.
The size of this list is much less than |L|. Steps 4–7 are
repeated h times where h is the number of hops from the
source to the destination. Thus, Steps 4–7 take O(h|L|) time.

In the evaluation in Section VI, a route for each flow in a
data center network of 100 hybrid optoelectronic routers and
25 groups of server racks was calculated within 0.5 ms, and
the sum of the time required to calculate the routes between
all pairs of groups of server racks was 306 ms by a computer
with a 2.70 GHz Intel Xeon Processor (E5-2697).

VI. EVALUATION

In this section, we present the results of an evaluation of
our method through simulation.

A. Evaluation scenario

1) Evaluation environment:
a) Network topology: In our evaluation, we used a torus

network according to the previous work about the data center
networks constructed of hybrid optoelectronic routers [12].
We used a network constructed of 100 hybrid optoelectronic
routers with 16 optical ports and 25 groups of server racks,
unless otherwise stated. The 100 hybrid optoelectronic routers
construct a core network of 10 × 10 torus topology, so that
each hybrid optoelectronic router pair in the grid topology is
connected by four optical links, as shown in Figure 3. Each
server rack is connected to four hybrid optoelectronic routers,
and all the server racks in the same group are connected to the
same hybrid optoelectronic routers. We set the bandwidth of
the links between hybrid optoelectronic routers to 100 Gbps.

b) Energy consumption model: A hybrid optoelectronic
router is constructed of optical label processors, an op-
tical switch, CMOS memory, and optical-to-electronic or
electronic-to-optical converters, as shown in Figure 1. When
turning on a router without the buffer, the optical label
processors and optical switch must be powered on, while the
other components can be left shut down as shown in Table I.
On the other hand, when the buffer is required, all components
should be powered on.

Instead of the energy consumption of each device, it is the
ratio of the buffer and converter energy consumption to the
total energy consumption of a hybrid optoelectronic router that
impacts the performance of our method. Thus, we set the ratio
of the energy consumption of the buffer and converters to
0.6 unless otherwise stated, because the buffer and converters
are considered to consume more energy than the optical label
processor and the optical switch that process packets without
conversion between optical and electronic packets.

In addition, we also varied this energy consumption ratio
to demonstrate that our method works efficiently, even if the
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Fig. 3. Network topology used in our evaluation

TABLE I
DEVICES REQUIRED WHEN BUFFERS ARE OFF

Function Buffer off Buffer on
Label processors Required Required
Optical switch Required Required
CMOS memory Not required Required
Converters Not required Required

buffer and converters consume less energy than the optical
label processors and optical switch.

c) Traffic: In this evaluation, we generated traffic only
between selected server rack pairs, because each server com-
municates with only a limited number of servers concur-
rently [29]. To generate traffic, we first selected a predefined
number of server rack group pairs. We then generated the
traffic rates of these pairs by generating uniform random
numbers. Finally, we scaled the generated traffic rate so that
the total traffic rate matched the predefined value.

We set the number of communicating server rack group
pairs to 300, which is half of all the server rack group pairs
unless otherwise stated. In addition, we evaluated the impact
of the number of communicating server rack group pairs by
changing the number from 100 to 600.

The total traffic rate was set considering that servers tend to
communicate with the servers in the same rack; in the cloud
data centers, intra-rack communication occupies about 80 %
of total traffic [30]. We set the total traffic rate to 4 Tbit/s
unless otherwise stated, assuming that the data center has
20,000 servers, each server has a 1 Gbit/s port and the traffic
rate between server racks is 20 % of the capacities of the
server ports. We also evaluated the impact of the traffic rate
by changing the total traffic rate from 1 to 8 Tbit/s.

In this evaluation, 10 traffic patterns were generated for each

combination of pair numbers and total traffic rates. We show
the averages, maximums, and minimums of the 10 results. In
the figures in this section, the maximum and minimum values
are shown by error bars.

d) Parameters: In the proposed method, we use two pa-
rameters to indicate the sufficiency of communication perfor-
mance: the acceptable number of hops Hmax and acceptable
link utilization Umax. In this evaluation, we set Hmax and
Umax to sufficiently large values to investigate the potential
reduction of the energy consumption achieved by our method.
Hence, Hmax was set to 27 and Umax to 1.0. In addition, we
also evaluated the impact of Hmax by changing Hmax from
7 to 13. We did not evaluate the impact of Umax, because it
is similar to the impact of the traffic rate.

Our method also has parameter w, which is the weight of
reuse easiness. In this evaluation, we set w to a sufficiently
small value in order to select routes with the smallest ad-
ditional energy. By setting w to a sufficiently small value,
we only compare reuse easiness when routes with the same
additional energy exist.

2) Compared methods: In this study, we compared our
method with the following methods.

a) Method to minimize the number of powered-on
routers: In this method, we minimize the number of powered-
on hybrid optoelectronic routers without considering the en-
ergy consumption of the buffers. Unnecessary optoelectronic
routers and buffers are then shut down. Because minimizing
the number of powered-on routers takes a long time to
calculate, we calculated the routes using the same approach
as our method described in Section V; the flow routes are
calculated one-by-one using the graph constructed as described
in Section V-C. In contrast to our method, when setting a
weight for each edge as in Eq. (4), we used an additional
energy defined by

Eadditional
lri−1,l

r
i

=

{
0 nlri−1,l

r
i

is powered on
Er + Ebuf Otherwise

b) Method to use the shortest paths: In this method, we
calculated the flow routes one-by-one, similar to our method,
but when calculating a route for a flow, we do not consider the
energy consumption; the route is calculated using the shortest
paths over the physical network after eliminating the links
whose utilizations become larger than Umax. By comparing
our method with this method, we can clarify the impact of
considering the energy consumption.

3) Metrics: In this evaluation, we compared the energy
consumption of the core network achieved by each method.
We normalized the energy consumption by the consumption
of all hybrid optoelectronic routers and buffers together.

B. Comparison with the optimal solution

First, we compare the results of our heuristic method with
the optimal solution obtained by ILP described in Section V-A.
For this comparison, we used the small network topology
shown in Figure 4, which is constructed of 16 hybrid opto-
electronic routers, and four groups of server racks, because it
is impractical to obtain the optimal solution for the network
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Fig. 5. Comparison of our heuristic method with ILP

topology shown in Figure 3. We set the bandwidth of the
links between hybrid optoelectronic routers to 100 Gbps. Each
hybrid optoelectronic router pair was connected by one link.

We generated the traffic between all server rack groups
randomly so that the total traffic rate was 120, 240, or 360
Gbps. For each total traffic rate value, we generated 10 traffic
patterns. Figure 5 compares the energy consumption achieved
by our heuristic and the optimal solution. In this figure, the
vertical axis indicates the energy consumption normalized
by the consumption of all hybrid optoelectronic routers and
buffers together. We plot the results for all 30 cases of the
generated traffic. Figure 5 shows that our heuristic method
achieves the same energy consumption as the optimal solution
in most cases. Even when the energy consumption achieved
by our heuristic method is larger than the optimal solution, the
difference is only the energy consumption of one buffer. That
is, this result demonstrates that our heuristic method obtains
nearly optimal solutions.

C. Comparison of the energy consumption

We compare the energy consumption achieved by each
method. Figure 6 shows the normalized energy consumption of
the optical and electronic devices that were achieved by each
method. In this graph, the vertical axis is the average of the
normalized energy consumption for all 10 traffic patterns. Fur-
thermore, “OurMethod” indicates the results for our method,

“MinRouter” indicates the result for the method that minimizes
the powered-on routers, “MinHop” indicates the result for the
method that uses the shortest paths, and “ALL-ON” indicates
the energy consumption when all hybrid optoelectronic routers
and buffers are powered on. From this figure, it is clear
that our method can significantly reduce energy consumption
below that of the other methods. In particular, the energy
consumption of the electronic devices such as CMOS memory
is reduced significantly by our method. This is a result of the
reduction of the number of powered-on buffers. The energy
consumption of the optical devices cannot be reduced much,
unlike the energy consumption of the electronic devices. This
is because a certain number of routers are required to keep
the connectivity between all server rack group pairs, and the
number of powered-on routers cannot be reduced as much as
the number of powered-on buffers.

Figure 7 shows the number of powered-on devices for each
method. This figure clarifies that our method significantly
reduces the number of powered-on buffers, while the number
of powered-on routers equals that of “MinRouter”. This is be-
cause our method configures routes to avoid collisions without
powering on new buffers. On the other hand, “MinRouter”
does not consider the powered-on buffers, and hence most of
the buffers on the powered-on routers are powered-on.

Table II shows the properties of the routes calculated by
each method in more detail. In this table, the number of used
physical links indicates the number of optical links passed
by at least one flow between server racks. The average or
maximum link utilization indicates the average or maximum
link utilization of the used links, respectively Similarly, the
average or maximum number of hops respectively indicates the
average or maximum number of hops between all server rack
pairs. For each metric, Table II shows the average, maximum,
and minimum values over all traffic patterns generated in this
evaluation.

This table indicates that “MinHop” achieves the smallest
number of hops, but uses the most physical links. The average
link utilization of “MinHop” is the smallest. These result
indicate that “MinHop” cannot use links efficiently. Compared
with “MinHop”, our method and “MinRouter” achieve much
higher link utilization. That is, our method and “MinRouter”
efficiently use the links to reduce the powered-on devices.

This table also indicates that the number of hops is signifi-
cantly greater for our method and “MinRouter” than it is for
“MinHop”. Even if the number of hops for a route is greater
than the shortest route, our method and “MinRouter” use that
route if it can achieve the smallest energy consumption by
reducing the number of powered-on routers. However, a large
number of hops causes a high latency or high bit error rate,
and may be avoided. In our method, a large number of hops
can be avoided by setting Hmax to a small value. The impact
of Hmax on the energy saving is discussed in Section VI-G.

D. Impact of total traffic volume

We investigated the impact of total traffic volume on the
energy consumption achieved by our method. Figure 8 shows
the energy consumption achieved by each method when the
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TABLE II
PROPERTIES OF THE ROUTES

OurMethod MinRouter MinHop
Number of Average 373.9 355.8 402.2
used physical Min 343 333 396
links Max 409 377 407
Average Average 0.85 0.82 0.33
link Min 0.84 0.79 0.32
utilization Max 0.86 0.84 0.34
Maximum Average 1.00 1.00 1.00
link Min 1.00 1.00 0.99
utilization Max 1.00 1.00 1.00
Average Average 8.18 7.57 3.33
number of Min 7.92 7.17 3.33
hops Max 8.63 7.80 3.33
Maximum Average 21.9 22.5 7
number of Min 17 21 7
hops Max 29 25 7

total traffic rate is set from 1 to 8 Tbit/s. In this figure, the
vertical axis is the normalized energy consumption achieved
by each method, and the horizontal axis is the total traffic
rate. This figure shows that the energy consumption becomes
large as the total traffic rate increases. This is because more
hybrid optoelectronic routers are required to accommodate a
larger amount of traffic. Comparing the energy consumption
achieved by each method, our method consumes only less than
a half the energy of “ALL-ON,” even when the total traffic
rate is 8 Tbit/s, while the normalized energy consumption of
“MinRouter” becomes about 70% that of “ALL-ON.” Thus,
our method saves energy even when the traffic rate becomes
large.

To discuss the reason why our method can reduce the
energy consumption even for large amounts of total traffic,
we investigated the number of powered-on devices. Figure 9
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Fig. 8. Impact of total traffic rate on energy consumption
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Fig. 9. Impacts of total traffic rate on the number of powered-on devices

shows the number of powered-on routers or buffers in each
method. In this figure, the vertical axis is the number of
powered-on hybrid optoelectronic routers or buffers, and the
horizontal axis is the total traffic rate. This figure shows that
the number of powered-on hybrid optoelectronic routers or
buffers increases for both of our method and “MinRouter”.
It also shows that the rate of increase in the number of
powered-on buffers in our method is significantly slower than
“MinRouter,” and the number of powered-on buffers in our
method is always the smallest among all methods. On the
other hand, the increase of the number of powered-on routers
in our method is faster than it is in “MinRouter.” This is
because our method avoids powering on buffers if we can
achieve lower energy consumption by avoiding it, even if some
additional hybrid optoelectronic routers are powered on. For
example, if a route that requires one additional powered-on
hybrid optoelectronic router can avoid the collision of the
packets on the hybrid optoelectronic routers whose buffers are
off, our method selects that route, because powering on new
buffers consumes more energy than powering on one hybrid
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Fig. 10. Impact of the number of communicating server rack group pairs on
energy consumption

optoelectronic router. As a result, our method uses the smallest
number of buffers, even though more routers are powered on.
On the other hand, the other methods power on buffers on
almost all of the powered-on routers. As a result, our method
can achieve significantly smaller energy consumption than the
other methods.

E. Impact of number of communicating server rack group
pairs

We also changed the number of communicating server rack
group pairs to investigate its impact on energy consumption.
Figure 10 shows the result. In this figure, the vertical axis is
the normalized energy consumption and the horizontal axis
is the number of communicating server rack group pairs.
From this figure, no clear impact of the number of pairs
on energy consumption is shown. This is because we first
allocate routes, even for flows between server rack group
pairs that are not communicating at the time the traffic is
monitored. We then power on the routers and buffers required
by such flows. By allocating routes for such flows, we can
accommodate the traffic of these flows if the server rack group
pairs start communicating with each other before the routes
are reconfigured. Therefore, we conclude that the number of
communicating server racks does not have an impact on the
number of powered-on devices and energy consumption.

F. Impacts of device energy consumptions

We investigated the energy consumption of devices by
changing the ratio of the buffer energy consumption. Figure 11
shows the impact of the buffer energy consumption on the total
energy consumption achieved by our method and “MinRouter.”
In this figure, the vertical axis is the normalized total energy
consumption, and the horizontal axis is the ratio of the buffer
energy consumption. This figure demonstrates that the normal-
ized energy consumption achieved by our method becomes
large as the buffer energy consumption decreases. This is
caused by the fact that the rate of reduction in the energy
consumption by shutting down buffers slows. If the ratio of
the buffer energy consumption is 0, our method achieves
the same energy consumption as “MinRouter.” However, if
a buffer consumes a non-negligible amount of energy, our
method consumes less energy than “MinRouter,” even if the
energy consumption of a buffer is smaller than the optical
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achieved by our method
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Fig. 12. Impact of buffer energy consumption on the number of powered-on
devices

devices. Even if the ratio of the buffer energy consumption is
0.3, our method achieves a normalized energy consumption of
0.45, while “MinRouter” cannot achieve a normalized energy
consumption that is less than 0.5.

We also investigated the impact of the buffer energy con-
sumption on the route calculated by our method. Figure 12
shows the impact of the buffer energy consumption on the
number of powered-on routers and buffers. This figure indi-
cates that buffer energy consumption does not have a sig-
nificant impact on the number of powered-on routers and
buffers unless the energy consumption of the buffers is 0. The
number of powered-on buffers is about 50 when the energy
consumption of the buffers is 0, but that reduces to about 25
even if the ratio of the energy consumption of the buffer is
0.05. This is because our method set routes so as to reduce
the number of powered-on buffers unless the buffer consumes
energy.
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consumption of our method

G. Impact of the number of hops constraint

We investigated the impact of the maximum number of hops
constraint. Figure 13 shows the impact of maximum number
of hops on the total energy consumption achieved by our
method. In this figure, the vertical axis is the normalized total
energy consumption, and the horizontal axis is the maximum
number of hops. The maximum number of hops achieved by
“MinHop” is seven as shown in Table II. Thus, the maximum
number of hops cannot be set to the value less than seven.

This figure indicates that the energy consumption can be
reduced by allowing a large number of hops. If the max-
imum number of hops is set to the same value achieved
by “MinHop,” the normalized energy consumption becomes
1. However, by allowing a slightly larger number of hops,
the normalized energy consumption is significantly reduced.
Even when the maximum number of hops is set to 10, the
normalized energy consumption becomes about 0.40. That
is, our method reduces energy consumption without a large
number of hops.

H. Impact of considering the reuse easiness

Finally, we investigated the impact of considering reuse
easiness. Figure 14 compares the energy consumed by our
method with and without considering reuse easiness. Our
method without considering reuse easiness calculated routes
by setting w to 0. In this comparison, we varied the total
traffic rate from 1 to 8 Tbit/s. Figure 14 indicates that reuse
easiness has only a small impact on the energy consumed. This
is because all hybrid optoelectronic routers have a similar reuse
easiness because all server rack groups generate a similar rate
of traffic, even though the traffic rate of each flow is set to a
random value.

Therefore, we also investigated the impact of reuse easiness
in a case where the hybrid optoelectronic routers had different
reuse easiness. To do this, we investigated a case where only
some of the server racks are active because server racks may
be powered off to save energy consumption when the load
on the data center is small. Figure 15 shows the impact of the
reuse easiness when five randomly selected server rack groups
are active, where it is assumed that unused servers are shut
down but the servers are not migrated because of the large
overhead. In this case, the traffic is generated only between
the active server rack group pairs. Unlike the case where
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Fig. 14. Impact of considering the reuse easiness (All server racks are active)
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Fig. 15. Impact of considering the reuse easiness (5 server rack groups are
active)

all server rack groups are active, the hybrid optoelectronic
routers have different reuse easiness; the reuse easiness of the
hybrid optoelectronic routers on the shortest path between the
active server rack groups increases, while that of the other
routers decreases. As shown in Figure 16, we generated traffic
between all five active server rack pairs and changed the total
traffic rate from 1 to 7 Tbit/s.

Figure 15 indicates that our method considering reuse
easiness consumes less energy when five server racks are
active. This is because our method considers the reuse easiness
values on the routers or buffers on the shortest paths between
the active server racks. As a result, the powered-on routers
and buffers are used by the other paths and hence effectively
used.

Therefore, we conclude that reuse easiness does not impact
energy consumption when all servers generate similar rates
of traffic and all hybrid optoelectronic routers have similar
reuse easiness. On the other hand, when hybrid optoelectronic
routers have different reuse easiness (e.g., when only a small
number of server racks are active), considering reuse easiness
reduces energy consumption.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a heuristic route method that
calculates traffic routes to reduce the energy consumption of
a data center network constructed of hybrid optoelectronic
routers. In this method, we accommodate traffic within the
data center network with a small number of routers and buffers
and shut down unnecessary routers and devices. Through
simulation, we demonstrated that our method reduces the
energy consumption significantly compared to a method that
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does not consider buffer energy consumption as well as one
that simply calculates the shortest traffic routes through the
network.

One of our future research topics is to evaluate the ef-
fectiveness of our method on various data center network
environments, such as other network topologies.
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